CITY OF LEWISTON
HISTORIC PRESERVATION REVIEW BOARD
Thursday, June 18, 2015 – 3:00 P.M.
Administrative Conference Room – First Floor
Lewiston City Building

AGENDA

3:00 P.M.
I.

Roll Call

II.

New Business:
1 Walnut Street – Andrew Knight – A variety of minor exterior changes to the
former St. Patrick’s Church

III.

Minutes:

IV.

Adjourn

Approval of Draft Meeting Minutes dated April 2, 2015

The City of Lewiston is an EOE. For more information please visit our website @ www.lewistonmaine.gov and click on the Non-Discrimination
Policy.
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AGORA GRAND LLC

5/29/2015
Historic Preservation Review Board
City of Lewiston
27 Pine Street
Lewiston, ME 04240-7201
Dear Members Clifford, Ferguson, Hodgkin, Lee, Milo, Morris, and Wolf:
On behalf of the owner, Agora Grand LLC, of the Property located at 220 Bates Street
(formerly St. Patrick's Church, now known as the Agora Grand Events Center), I am requesting
a Certificate of Appropriateness under Section 5 of Appendix A, Article XV, of the Zoning and
Land Use Code of Lewiston, Maine. Attached please find the application contents, under
Section 5(e), for a Certificate of Appropriateness. This application will also refer back to an
application for Certificate of Appropriateness dated April 14, 2014 ("Prior Application") and
the resulting Certificate of Appropriateness issued May 2, 2014 ("Prior CoA"). Items 3-7 will be
addressed in the following information.
Since our last meeting together in 2014, several events have come to pass:
• I have converted the former rectory, a beautiful historic structure previously known as
Kelsey Hall, from an abandoned building in disrepair into a picturesque and successful
boutique hotel, the Inn at the Agora . The renovation of the property qualified for
historic tax credits through Maine and the Department of the Interior, and satisfied the
Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation . This property has helped to
beautify the Kennedy Park area and provides new lodging in the city center.
• I have become a legal resident of Lewiston, Maine, in 2015 and an active member of
the community.
• I have been able to secure a loan offer of $300K to convert the former St. Patrick 's
Church, an abandoned and unused building of historic significance, into the future
Agora Grand Events Center.
When I first arrived in Lewiston, some people may have believed that I was a wealthy
developer from Washington, D.C. That misconception has faded as the truth was discovered
that, in fact, I had very limited resources. I have exhausted ALL of my private resources in
renovating the former rectory, and in fact had to borrow $52K from A VCOG and the City of
Lewiston to complete the project and open the inn .
I do not have the resources to convert the former St. Patrick's Church into the Agora Grand
Events Center, although I have built significant credibility because of the successful opening of
the Inn at the Agora. As a result of this credibility, goodwill, and dedication to restoring life to
this gorgeous property, a bank has shown its confidence in this project and offered to lend me
$300K, which is my entire renovation cost. I have attached, for your review and interest, a
copy of the renovation budget that I submitted to the bank. Please note, for instance, that
my entire budget for the windows (including the rose window and the windows on the north

fa<:;:ade that are covered by plywood) is $15K. There is little room for stained glass restoration
or other work that the HPRB may like to see done.
Already, to cover the $300K needed to open this business, the bank has reached its 80% LTV
(loan-to-value) ratio. Further, even if the bank was willing to lend ·more [such as 100% LTV,
which is very atypical in the commercial market), the cash flow projections do not allow for
the additional loan payment expense. In other words, there simply is no additional money
available to do additional work beyond that in the attached budget. If I cannot make this
project work on this budget, then I cannot make it work at all.
I am doing the very best that I can to save this beautiful building. The only way to save it, in
my opinion, is with revenue from a business. I understand and empathize the with the Board's
interest in preserving the beautiful history of Lewiston . Please, as you consider the present
request and future requests by Agora Grand LLC, recognize that I am acting within my power,
and at the very extent of my ability, to save this building. I love this building . If the Board's
requirements exceed my ability to act, I will not be able to save it.
Regarding the specific items to be addressed:
3.
The property is currently unused. Plans are underway to use the property as an
auditorium and events center for both public and private events: doing business as the Agora
Grand Events Center, as soon as October, 2015.
4.
A.

B.
C.

D.

Brief description of the work:
Add spire lighting to one or both spires. The details of the lighting are yet unknown and
I hope to begin a discussion with the HPRB about what is acceptable.
Repair ridge caps on taller spire and on northeast portion of church roof.
Remove wood covering the rose w indow after repairing two of eight regions of the rose
window [large west-facing window in front fa<;ade) with translucent non-designed
colored material (likely glass, acrylic or plexiglass) . These broken regions of the rose
window were likely the result of vandalism, according to Alan Hinckley of DiCon. The
rose window itself is currently on the interior of the church because of the wood
covering. One or two of the regions may be moved so that the non-designed regions
are symmetric, although my historic building consultant (Margaret Gaertner) has
suggested that none of the existing regions be moved .
Repair roof over chapel with rubber roof to prevent further leaking, according to details
below from Above & Beyond Roofing. Most of the portion -to be repaired is not visible
from street level. The following is an estimate provided by Above & Beyond Roofing .

I). Chapel Vestibule (existirrgxoofleaks) - After further investigation, we discovered that the
low slop~d fiat seam. metal roofs a,nd slate sloped roofs have-deteriorated are not abl~ to be easily
r~pair.ed_. We propos~ to remov,e the exj:sting roof ~ystems so as to expose {he e~jsti!lg wood
decks;c 1nsta11 %~' - coverboai:a-~ ·instalta fully adhered 50-mil EPDM single plyrneinbrane~roof
systern;_iirstafl hew ,coppet!'::<ige-Jlashings and Ten (1 O}Year Total Roof System Warranty for the
bu.dgel§um .ofTHREE THODBAND NINE HUNDRRD EIGHTY FIVE DOLLARS
($3,9-~.5_; 0Q).
E. Cover windows in the upper east region of the church with wood and paint it the same
grey as used on the wood coverings over the north windows. Like the windows on the

north side of the church, these flimsy single-pane windows were meant only to protect
the stained-glass windows. Now that the stained glass has been removed, these
windows are poor insulators and poor protectors from vandalism and the elements.
Because of the area in which the property is located, vandalism is endemic. Two of
them are already cracked. Further, they are poor sound insulators. While local law
allows noise level to reach 60 dB at the edge of this property, as a courtesy to residents
who live behind the Agora Grand, I would like to further insulate sound . These windows
are a secondary fac;ade, seen only from Blake Street (the back side of the property).
F. Install a sign. A large sign (likely with an electronic display) that may be comparable to
the sign in front of the Franco Center, will be installed in front of the Agora Grand
adjacent to Bates Street.
G. Repair the faux stained glass window in the taller spire to a reasonable extent. These
windows have glass portions that are covered in a translucent laminate that will be
difficult or impossible to recreate . Instead, colored glass squares and new lead, where
necessary, will be incorporated in broken regions.
~

Work that likely does not need a Certificate of Appropriateness, because they do not result in
any permanent changes to the exterior appearance, but will be mentioned for the sake of
inclusiveness:
a) Repaint wood around windows and reglaze clear glass panels for safety.
b) Remove and subsequently replace louvre window on east side of taller spire to remove
bell within .
5-7.
Please see the attached Photographs and Drawing and Site Plan of the Property,
showing locations of each of the proposed changes .
It is believed that the relevant review criteria are located in Section S(f) (2) of Appendix A
Article XV, of the Zoning and Land Use Code, although some may also be located in Section
S(f) ( 1). Regarding these criteria:
•

Please note that items B, C, D, and G involve repairs/maintenance with insignificant or
no change to the historic features of the property. Under Section S(f) (2) (a), a property
shall be used for its historic purpose or be placed in a new use that requires minimal
change to the defining characteristics of the building and its site and environment.
Because the former St. Patrick's Church will no long be used for its historic purpose, its
chosen use as the Agora Grand Events Center is a permissive use that allows minimal
change. The review criteria recognize that some change is acceptable, and do not
prohibit change, but simply require that the change is minimal.
o Item B relates to the repair of existing ridge caps. As these ridge caps were
installed with a new roof in 1989, they are not historic, and repairing them will
have no effect on the historic features of the property.
o Item C will involve replacing two broken regions that were formerly stained glass
depicting heavily religious scenes, and then removing the plywood covering the
rose window. As the new use of the property will be secular, I do not wish to
install window regions depicting any scenes, particularly religious. By replacing
them with colored translucent material, the original historical "feel" of the rose
window will be evident. The replacement of the destroyed windows with simple
colored translucent material is a minimal change that is allowable under
subsection (a), and is consistent with the allowable change of use of the

•

•

building. Further, the rose window was covered wit!} plywood when I purchased
the property last year. Therefore, right now, the repair or replacement of regions
of the rose window do not involve "any change in the exterior appearance ... " or
"any change in ... exterior decorative elements ... " under Section S(c) (1) and (4).
The only change falling under the purview of the Board, I believe, is the removal
of the plywood, and the Board's decision to allow this change would likely
depend on the resulting exterior appearance (in this case, the rose window).
o Item D will involve replacing expensive copper roofing on the flat region of the
chapel roof with a long-lasting rubber roof. BecausE? this will not be readily
apparent from the street level, it will not significantly affect its historic character.
Further, it will be laid on top of the existing copper roofing so that, under
subsection (j), "if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the
historic property and its environment would be unimpaired."
o Item G will involve the faux stained glass window in the taller spire. These
windows will be reasonably repaired with square glass pieces so that the "historic
character of [the] property ... is retained and preserved" under subsection (b).
Regarding item A (spire lighting) and F (signage):
o Under Section 5(f)(1 )(a), lighting will produce buildings that are well related
visually, as both the Basilica and City Hall (nearby tall structures) are illuminated
at night. Under subsection (c), lighting will enhance the ability of the general
public to find their way into and around the building. Under subsection (e),
lighting will improve the visual enjoyment of the building.
o Under Section S(f) (1) (c), signage will enhance the ability of the general public to
find their way into and around the building. Under subsection (e), signage will
improve the visual enjoyment of the building.
o Under Section 5(f)(2) (a), a property shall be used for its historic purpose or be
placed in a new use that requires minimal change to the defining characteristics
of the building and its site and environment. Because the former St. Patrick's
Church will no long be used for its historic purpose, its chosen use as the Agora
Grand Events Center is a permissive use that allows minimal change. The review
criteria recognize that some change is acceptable, and do not prohibit change,
but simply require that the change is minimal. The addition of spire lighting and
signage is a minimal change that helps to highlight the historic character of the
property under subsection (b) and the distinctive features of the spire under
subsection (e). Further, the lights and signage will be installed so that they do not
destroy historic materials that characterize the property, per subsection (i).
Regarding item E (covering of windows with wood):
o As noted, Section S(f) (2) (a) allows minimal changes consistent with a new use.
The new use as an events center, where shows, performances, and wedding DJs
will create loud music, is a permissible new use. To minimize noise intrusion on
surrounding residential areas, covering the windows with wood- along with,
likely, the addition of more sound insulation on the inside of the wood- will
reduce the impact of the new use on the community.
o Under subsection (b), "the alteration of features and spaces that characterize a
property shall be avoided." The windows of note are part of a secondary
fa<;ade on Blake Street (the back of the church) that do not contribute much or
anything to the "historic character of [the] property."

o

Under subsection (j), the wood coverings, which are removable, will "be
undertaken in such a manner that if removed in the future, the essential form
and integrity ... will be unimpaired ."

Further, in Item 3 of the Prior CoA, the Board required that the painting of the wood covering
the windows on the left/north side of the church be "a temporary repair for no longer than
four years- May 1, 2018- at which time window repairs must be made."
I respectfully request reconsideration and withdrawal of this requirement, for several reasons:
• Paint color is specifically excluded from the definition of "exterior architectural features"
in Article XV of Appendix A of the Zoning and Land Use Code.
• The Roman Catholic Church should have sought a Certificate of Appropriateness when
it installed these wood coverings and could have been subject to penalties under
Section 5(f) (11) at the time of violation. I do not believe, now that ownership has
transferred to Agora Grand LLC in an arms-length transaction, that the Board did or
currently does have the authority to require me to remove them . Not removing these
wood coverings does not invoke Section 5(c), because not removing them does not
result in "Any change in the exterior appearance ... " or "Any change in siding
materials ... ".
• The Roman Catholic Church installed these wood coverings to prevent further
vandalism and weathering to the existing single-pane glass windows (over a dozen of
which have been shattered). This area, while improving, is still susceptible to crime and
vandalism .
·
• I plan to repair these shattered panes (which are currently on the inside of the church,
behind the wood coverings) as part of the interior renovation and decoration .
However, replacing the existing single pane windows with large, sturdy, insulating, twopane windows will be prohibitively expensive. They will also be modern and no more
consistent with the historic nature of the property than the current solution. Therefore, if
I am required to remove the wood coverings, all that will protect the property w ill be
poorly insulated thin glass panes.
• Currently, the wood coverings provide security to the property from vandalism and
break-ins, insulation from the cold, and protection from the elements.
• Further, I believe that the window coverings, now painted dark grey, look beautiful. The
windows face the courtyard between the Agora Grand and the Inn at the Agora,
where inn guests relax and socialize. Guests at the Inn at the Agora find the
surroundings pleasant and picturesque.
• Therefore, I respectfully request withdrawal of the requirement of further work detailed
in Item 3 in the Prior CoA.
Further, in Item 6 of the Prior CoA, the Board allowed the painting of the wood covering the
rose window "for no longer than for 18 months ... at which time the stained glass window shall
be repaired subject to the issuance of a new Certificate of Appropriateness ." I respectfully
request reconsideration and withdrawal of this requirement, for many of the same reasons
listed above. It is not my plan to keep the wood in place or to paint it; I have specifically
requested in this letter to remove the wood after repairs have been made to the rose window.
I simply make this request to clarify our collective understanding t ~ at the Board does not have
the authority to require exterior changes- in this case, the removal of material that was added
by a different owner and without consequence by the Board . It is my sincere hope that the
Board will recognize that this building is currently owned and managed by someone who
···· , Ma_y-29, 2015
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deeply cares about its survival, appearance, and integrity, and is doing everything within his
power to save it for generations to come. Therefore, I respectfu lly request withdrawal of the
requirement of further work detailed in Item 6 in the Prior CoA.
It is imperative, for the sake of satisfying my current bank and receiving the $300K I need to
open the Agora Grand, as well as future financing, that I feel comfortable that the Board will
not require onerously expensive changes to the church now or in the future .
I look forward to discussing this proposal with you and receiving a Certificate of
Appropriateness for the above proposed changes. Please let me know if you have further
questions.
Kind regards,

Andrew Knight, J.D.

AGORA GRAND LLC
WMNUT STRE T

4/19/2015
In response to your request for more detailed information on the proposed Agora Grand
Events Center in Lewiston, Maine, I provide the following information. Before providing details
on the specific proposed expenditures, please note:
•

•

•

Efficient financial planning and management require prioritization . For example,
installing a catering staging area is more important than injtially installing a complete
commercial kitchen . Installing quality sound and light equipment (which will be used in
all events) is more important than installing a luxury suite/bar in the choir balcony. My
primary goal will always be to get the property licensed, beautified, open, and
collecting revenue, with leftover funds used to enhance the property.
Much of the value I add to this project is my extraordinary efficiency, particularly with
money. Reducing costs often requires problem solving, creativity, and independent
thinking. For instance, I received several quotes to install a high efficiency natural gas
system in the Inn at the Agora, ranging from $22K to $45K. _Unwilling to pay these prices,
I spent a great deal of time measuring the heat loss rate for the building and
discovered that all contractor estimates had been based on incorrect assumptions .
Instead, I was able to install a smaller residential system at a total cost of $7300, which
fully heated the property even through the coldest days in February. Had a bank asked
for estimates for a new heating system for the inn, the lowest estimate would have
overstated the actual cost by 200%.
My fierce financial efficiency has permeated every aspect of creating the Inn at the
Agora. As a result, my total cost for the Inn at the Agora, a seven-room boutique hotel,
including the property itself, renovations, Life Safety Code upgrades, furnishing ,
licensing, and marketing, was about $200K, of which another $30K will be refunded in
the form of state and federal historic tax credits. Given that the most recent
comparable (The Munroe Inn, a four-bedroom B&B) was purchased last year for $400K,
a bank would similarly have been skeptical had I proposed the creation of a new
boutique hotel for only $1 70K.

Regarding specific expenditures:
Life Safety Code requirements:

•

•

•

A performance-based analysis has been performed by Fire Design Engineer Mark
Cummings, who successfully demonstrated to both the Maine Fire Marshal and the
Lewiston Fire Department that the building will satisfy the Life Safety Code without a
need for sprinklering.
His analysis (available on request), accepted by the relevant authorities, requires a fire
detection/alarm/notification system under NFPA 72, self-closing doors, emergency exit
lighting, and fire extinguishers. Because the latter three items are either already or
mostly in place, the cost of satisfying the Life Safety Code is dominated by the fire
detection/alarm/notification system .
Eastern Fire Services provided a quote (attached) for the fire
detection/alarm/notification system of $62,177. However, this quote was based on an

•

•
•

overestimation of the complexity of the project as-well as a subcontractor quote by
DeBlois Electric, a reputable but not inexpensive electrical contractor. Eastern Fire
Services has agreed to help me significantly reduce this cost by allowing me to directly
purchase the equipment and hire a licensed electrician, with Eastern overseeing the
purchase and testing the final installation.
The retail cost of the equipment cited on Eastern's quote is about $7,000 plus wiring. I
will likely hire Steve Charest from SLC Electrical to install the system. He plans to provide
a precise estimate for the job this coming week, but his initial ballpark estimate for the
entire job (including materials), received orally on Thursday, is "significantly less than
$50,000."
This ballpark estimate is consistent with that of Fire Design Engineer Mark Cummings,
who estimated the cost at between $30-35K.
Therefore, satisfying the Life Safety Code is expected to cost, conservatively, $50K.

Heating:

•

•

•
•

•
•

I plan to install two Goodman 97% efficiency forced air natural gas furnaces (120
kBTU/hr, model GMVM971205DN) below the reception hall and one below the chapel,
at a cost of $1600 each, to provide "shoulder season" (but not year-round) heating .
This is the same furnace I installed in the Inn at the Agora in January 2015 at an
installation cost of $1800 by United Welding and ductwork installed for $3900 by
Ductworx.
Will this provide sufficient heating?
o I am an engineer (with both a bachelor's and master's in engineering) .
performed the theoretical and empirical heat loss calculation for the Inn at the
Agora, allowing me to properly size the furnace .
o Based on historical use of oil at St. Patrick's Church (about 12,000 gallons of oil
per year), the building loses approximately 200 kBTU per degree-day below room
temperature. Last year, the beginning of May and the end of October
averaged about 20°F below room temperature. For a system designed only to
provide heat from May through October, the system must therefore be capable
of providing about 4 million BTU over a 24 hour period, or about 170 kBTU/hr,
which is less than half the 360 kBTU/hr output of the proposed system.
o Mike Curran (United Piping and Welding) agreed that these three units should be
more than enough to provide shoulder season heating.
o In fact, these calculations suggest that the proposed system will sufficiently heat
the property throughout April and November as wefl, providing further
opportunities for revenue .
The installation cost per furnace, is unlikely to be significantly different than the
installation cost at the Inn at the Agora.
The ducting is likely to cost much less than the ducting cost at the Inn at the Agora. The
ducting at the inn was exceptionally complex with nine ducts running throughout the
house on different floors . In contrast, the ducting in the Agora Grand will consist of two
large ducts per unit, run directly (and without obstruction) underneath the church .
The natural gas line will be installed at no cost by Unitil.
·
Therefore, the total cost per unit will be about $5000, for a total cost of $15K.

Minor roof. gutter. and masonry repairs:
• The estimate of $15K comes directly from quotes (attached) from Above and Beyond
Roofing and Giroux & Family Masonry.

Exterior signage, appearance, and initial marketing:

•

•

•

•
•

Dan Marquis of Marquis Signs in Lewiston, Maine, installed the sign at the Inn at the
Agora. He confirmed to me by phone that a large sign, including raised lettering with
gold leaf trim, appropriate for the Agora Grand, would cost $5K-$1 OK, depending on
my preferences.
Minor improvements to the exterior appearance, including minor paint touch-up of the
chapel doors, minor landscaping touch-up, cleaning, etc., are expected to cost $1 K2K.
Initial marketing will consist of: an inaugural party for the media, prominent members of
the community, and professionals in the events industry, limited by a budget of $2K-$3K;
and an aggressive internet campaign and online presence. The online presence will
be managed by me and/or the person who is selected to manage the Agora Grand,
and online advertising will cost around $200/month. (Theknot.com, for example, costs
$50/month to advertise.)
An annual marketing budget of $12K, on top of this initial expense, is included in the
proposed financial projections.
Total cost: about $12K.

Tables/chairs/linens:

•

In the configuration envisioned in the plan created by architect Gabrielle Russell
(attached), which seats 326, I will need 12 round tables ($150/ea), 24 rectangular tables
($1 00/ea), and 178 chairs ($20/ea), the remaining seating provided by moved pews.
Because I already have about 90 chairs, the approximate cost is $6K. Budgeting an
additional $2K for chair covers and linens, and $2K for labor to move pews according to
the proposed configuration, the total cost will be about $10K.

Luxury suite/bar in balcony:

•

In this case, the project will be designed and built to the budget of $30K. The rough-in
plumbing -the most complex part of building a suite in the balcony- will be installed by
Tardif & Son for $3820 (quote attached). Materials from the existing pipe organ will be
reused for practical and artistic purposes in the suite's construction . Whether the suite
includes a kitchenette, bar area, or other amenities will depend on the remaining
budget after more urgent expenses.

Legal expenses:

•

•

•

The property has already obtaining rezoning , conditional use permit, and notice that a
state construction permit is not required (because use as an assembly occupancy will
not change) .
According to Stanley Quinn from Maine Board of Elevator Safety, the existing elevator
(providing ADA access) will need an inspection, a Category 1 (safety) test, a Category
5 (weight) test, and a permit by the State, which will cost a total of about $1425, based
on inspection and test pricing by Maine Elevator Specialists. This estimate assumes that
the elevator, which is functional as-is, does not need additional repairs .
Other licenses, such as a Class I Maine liquor license ($91 0), Lewiston FSE Class A license
($557), special amusement permit ($150), and building permits for construction, a total
of up to $3K, will bring the expected licensing/legal cost to about $4500. Both the
Maine Bureau of Alcoholic Beverages and the Lewiston licensing department

confirmed that the Agora Grand will be a Class I "auditorium" for the purposes of liquor
licensing.
Bathroom stalls, kitchen staging area, and bar area:
• The rough-in plumbing to all three areas, including venting, will likely be provided by
Tardif & Son for a total cost of $11,880 (quote attached). Y_ery little electrical work will
be required- primarily lights to the bathroom stalls, which are located directly above
the basement electrical box, a cost of "several hundred" according to electrician
Steve Charest.
• Bathroom stalls:
o The material cost to install 14 toilets, 3 urinals, and 4 lavatories is about $3150.
o The material and labor cost to build the bathroom stall structure (framing,
drywall, trim, doors, and paint, but not flooring, which is part of the "flooring"
estimate) are expected to be less than $7K, based 9n my own experience
acting as GC on a variety of projects. While I can likely keep my costs lower, the
following are examples of typical costs: framing the bathroom stall area of about
500 sf at $5/sf; drywall material and installation at a cost of about $1.50/sf, a total
of about $2500; and about $2500 for doors, trim, paint, and final installation.
Material costs can be reduced by the reuse of existing materials (e.g., wood
from pews) to build stall separations, for example.
• Kitchen staging area:
o The basement of the chapel has an unused comm~rcial kitchen, from which
many elements will be moved to the new kitchen staging area on the first floor,
including : 3-bay sink, handwashing station, and stainless steel countertops and
island. These items will be moved and installed upstairs for a labor cost of less
than $1000.
o The owner of Blue Elephant Catering visited the future Agora Grand last Friday
and confirmed that the proposed kitchen staging area will be sufficient for
catering events up to 450 people. He suggested the addition of a few small
movable work tables; we will purchase four at a cos_t of $150 each .
o A small, basic half bathroom, including a mop sink, will be installed in this area for
use by staff at a cost of less than $4K, which includes the cost of framing, drywall,
trim, paint, door, toilet, lavatory, and mop sink in this small 3x6 room . (The cost for
flooring, plumbing, and electrical are included in other sections of this letter.) As
a cost comparison, I installed a new upscale bathroom at the Inn at the Agora
for a total cost of $5500, which included additional costs not included above
(e.g., demolition, plumbing, electrical, and flooring).
• Bar area:
o The bar area will required a new 2- or 3-bay sink with dry rack, handwashing
station, dump sink, and large ice maker, a material cost of about $3000.
o The bar will be built with reused materials from the church (pews and materials
from the pipe organ) to the extent possible.
o While the bar has not yet been fully designed, I am budgeting an additional $8K
(primarily labor).
• The layout of the kitchen staging area and bar area, as well as the requirements for a
food service establishment (FSE) license, have been discussed with Sue Reny of the City
of Lewiston.
• I have experience in this type of construction and will assist where necessary to keep
the stalls, staging area, and bar within budget.
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Therefore, the total expected cost for the bathroom stalls, kitchen staging area, and
bar area is about $39K.

Flooring:
• Approximately 5000 square feet of the reception hall and 2200 square feet of the
church must be refloored. It will cost about $1 Kin labor to move and replace the
chapel pews (the church pews were already moved in the tables/chairs/linens section) .
• Three options for flooring are being explored . The final decision will depend in part on
the acoustics of the rooms; carpet adds a damping effect that may or may not be
desirable.
o Resurfacing the existing wood floor. At a cost of about $1 .50/sf (which mostly
covers labor, but also includes rental of floor sanders as well as polyurethane
coating), resurfacing would cost about $1 0,800.
o Carpeting over the existing wood floor, with a material and installation cost
(estimate by Home Depot) of about $15,600 for commercial-grade glue-down or
$15,300 for commercial-grade with padding.
o Installing new ash hardwood ($2.75/sf at Floor Systems) with an installation cost of
$4K, plus about $500 for 240 feet of installed trim and thresholds, a cost of about
$25K.
• Approximately 1800 square feet must be refloored for the bathroom stalls, hallway, and
kitchen. They will be tiled at a cost of $2/sf for materials ($1 /tile, $0.70/sf backer board,
$0.30/sf mortar, grout, etc .) and $3K for installation, a total cost of about $7K.
• In the above estimates for hardwood and tiling installation, my installation cost will be
significantly lower than typical installation costs because: I will act as the GC and
already have reliable skilled workers who have worked for me many times in the past;
the installations are in large, open, flat rooms with few complications; and I have
experience in flooring and will help if necessary to keep costs within budget.
Nevertheless, for the sake of conservatism, my final estimate for the above flooring will
assume an installation cost of $1 .50/sf for hard wood and $2.50/sf for tiling.
• While in generally good condition , about 1500 square feet of parquet flooring needs to
be refinished for improved appearance (sanded and poly) . The materials (floor sander
for one week ($120 from EZ Rental!), sandpaper ($50), and polyurethane (5 gallons for
$1 00)) plus labor will cost about $1500.
• Therefore, the total cost for flooring ranges from $20K to $26K for the more likely options
(resurfacing or carpeting) , up to $42K for new hardwood, depending on the chosen
solution and the actual labor costs. Therefore, $23K will be-estimated for flooring.
Sound, A/V, and uplighting equipment:
• Sound: I currently possess a GSC GX5 amplifier, two Yamaha S115V speakers, a
professional mixer, microphone, and other equipment. I will purchase four more
Yamaha S115V at $380/ea, one GSC PLX1804 amplifier at $400 to power the four
additional speakers, and two JBL L8400P powered subwoofers at $700/ea . The total
cost, including wiring and other materials to install, will be $5K.
• A/V equipment: 3000 lumen projector ($350), motorized 120" projector screen ($200),
and wiring and installation materials, for a total of $1K.
• Uplighting of the 12 columns: Uplighting consists of multicolored LED spotlights that are
either remote controlled or centrally controlled with a mixer. They range from $15-$50
per light. The estimated cost of 24 lamps, including wiring and installation materials, is
$2K.

•

I have experience with electronics and will install these systems myself. The total cost for
sound, A V, and lighting equipment is about $8K.

Windows:

•

•

•

•

•
•

18 stained glass windows were removed from the church and sold several years ago,
leaving the original woodwork and glass panes. Several of these glass panes are
broken; they will be replaced with acrylic inserts at a cost of $25/pane for 24 square
panes and $80/pane for rounded panes (cost estimate from Kirk Ferrence at Portland
Glass). Each of the 181arge windows (containing a total of approximately 200 30"x30"
panes) will require: minor wood putty repairs, wood paint t9uch-up, caulking, and
wash ing. The total material cost is about $1200. At an estimated cost of $150 per
window in labor, the total cost to prepare the windows is about $4K.
For decoration, one of the following options will be selected.
o A translucent window film (which may have a decorative "stained glass" design)
may be applied to each pane. Gordon Glass Company sells such material in
rolls at a cost of about $400-$600 per 300 square feet, and six rolls will be needed,
for a cost of about $3K.
o Alternatively, custom drapes will be created and hu_ng according to the contour
of the windows. Quality drape material costs around $6 per square yard, which
will cost around $3K to properly drape all windows .
o In either case, it will cost another approximately $3K in materials and labor to
apply the film or stitch and hang the drapes.
The rose window needs to be repaired by replacing two empty portions with new
panes. Jim Nutting of Maine Art Glass Studio gave me a verbal ballpark estimate of $5K
to create two intricately designed stained glass windows in their place. However, nondesigned stained glass can be cut and installed by Portland Glass for about $1 K. The
rose window will be reached with the staging rented for painting. A medium budget of
$3K has been selected.
Outside windows on the two spires should be caulked and the decorative wood
repainted. The materials are a minimal expense and I will personally work on this for
about a week.
An 80-foot boom lift w ill be needed to reach the spire windows (above) and remove
protective plywood from the rose window at a weekly rental cost of about $2000.
The total expected costs for window repair and beautification is $15K.

Paint touch-up

•

•

Paint touch-up is needed in a variety of places, notably the soot stains in the chapel
and the columns and the west side of the reception hall. These areas will be reached
with ladders and 35 ' scaffolding at a rental cost of around $400 for a month ($144/mo
for each of two 35' scaffolding towers plus $75 delivery fee by EZ Rental!) .
The painting cost is dominated by the labor necessary to move and set up the
scaffolding several times. The budget will be set at $4500 with the aim of prioritizing the
most obvious problems first. Therefore, the total estimated cost is $5K.

Decora tion:

•

A budget of $5K will be allotted for decor.

Unknowns and ra ndom:

•

A variety of small random efforts will be required to complete this project that may not
be worth listing individually or currently known. A buffer of $20K should absorb these
random elements.

Working capital:

•

Working capital will be necessary to pay bills (primarily debt service, taxes, insurance,
and utilities) until the Agora Grand is fully supported by revenue .

The total of the above expenses is approximately $251,500 plus working capital of $48,500, a
total of $300K. However, by adopting the costs I believe I will actually pay, and given my
experience acting as my own GC, my expertise in finding low-cost solutions to a variety of
problems, and my willingness to work alongside my workers where the budget requires it, I
expect my total expenses to be significantly lower . .
For the sake of reducing risk, my capital request is $300K. I have attached a new set of
financial projections based on a loan of $300K, as well as mildly different assumptions for
expenses, which are explained as follows:
Please let me know if you have further information, and I look forward to working with you on
this project.

Kind regards,

Andrew Knight, J.D.

Possible lighting location
Ridge Cap repairs

Broken rose window regions to be replaced and moved

Original rose window:

Chapel roof (flat portion cannot be seen from street level)

Three windows in upper east area of church:

Faux stained glass inside taller spire has missing portions:
Sign to be installed will be approximately
the same size, and electronic, as this sign:

Context and surrounding buildings:
Wallace School

Inn at the Agora (formerly Kelsey Hall)

Agora Grand (formerly St. Patrick's Church)
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